Abstract. We use the theory of cubic structures to give a fixed point Riemann-Roch formula for the equivariant Euler characteristics of coherent sheaves on projective flat schemes over Z with a tame action of a finite abelian group. This formula supports a conjecture concerning the extent to which such equivariant Euler characteristics may be determined from the restriction of the sheaf to an infinitesimal neighborhood of the fixed point locus. Our results are applied to study the module structure of modular forms having Fourier coefficients in a ring of algebraic integers, as well as the action of diamond Hecke operators on the Mordell-Weil groups and Tate-Shafarevich groups of Jacobians of modular curves.
Introduction
Let X be a projective flat scheme over Spec (Z) having an action of a finite group G. Let F be a G-equivariant coherent locally free sheaf on X. One then has an Euler characteristic
in the Grothendieck group G 0 (Z [G] ) of all finitely generated G-modules. If the action of G on X is tame, as we shall assume for most of the article, there is a refinement χ P (X, F) of χ(X, F) in the Grothendieck group K 0 (Z [G] ) of all finitely generated projective Z [G] modules. Let X g be the subscheme of X fixed by the action of g ∈ G, and let X ′ = ∪ e =g∈G X g . The goal of this paper is to compute χ P (X, F) and χ(X, F) when G is abelian via the restriction of F to an infinitesimal neighborhood of X ′ . In view of the fact that in general, G 0 (Z [G] ) and K 0 (Z [G] ) have non-trivial torsion subgroups, this can be viewed as a variant of the problem of finding a Lefschetz-Riemann-Roch formula for χ P (X, F) and χ(X, F) with an explicit, bounded denominator. Some applications we will discuss are to the Galois module structure of lattices of modular forms, and of the Tate-Shafarevich groups and Mordell-Weil groups of Jacobians of modular curves, with respect to the action of diamond Hecke operators. Our main tool is the theory of cubic structures. These were first studied in detail by Breen in [Br] , building on work of Mumford and Grothendieck concerning biextensions and the Theorem of the Cube for abelian varieties. The use of cubic structures in our context was first introduced by one of us in [P1] , [P2] and [P3] to prove refined Galois module structure results when the action of the group G on X is free, that is when X ′ = ∅. Here we present a reformulation of cubic structures which is tailored to proving Lefschetz-Riemann-Roch results when G is abelian and the action of G on X is tame. Our results improve on what can be shown using the localization techniques of Thomason [T1] and [T2] , which generally determine Euler characteristics in G 0 (Z [G] ) or K 0 (Z [G] ) only up to classes of finite order dividing an unspecified power of the order of G. (Thomason actually deals with the case in which the action is by a multiplicative group scheme, but some of his techniques extend to the case of constant groups G; see [CEPT3] .)
We will study the image χ P (X, F) of χ P (X, F) in the classgroup Cl(Z [G] ) of Z [G] , which is the quotient K 0 (Z [G] ) by the subgroup generated by the class of Z [G] . The projection K 0 (Z [G] ) → Cl(Z [G] ) identifies the torsion subgroup of K 0 (Z [G] ) with the finite abelian group Cl(Z [G] ). With this identification, χ P (X, F) = χ P (X, F) + r(Z [G] ) where
is an integer which can be determined using a non-equivariant Riemann Roch formula for the Euler characteristic of the restriction F Q of F to the general fiber X Q of X. The results we obtain, along with those of [P3] , support the following conjecture about χ P (X, F). DefineX ′ to be the formal completion of X ′ in X, and let F|X ′ be the G-sheaf onX ′ which is the restriction of F. Since X is projective and the action of G on X is tame, the image of X ′ in Spec (Z) is a proper closed set.
Localization Conjecture 1.1. There is an integer N ≥ 1 which depends only on dim(X), and an integer δ ≥ 1 which depends only on #G, for which the following is true. Let m = g.c.d.(N, #G) δ .
a. (Input localization)
The class m · χ P (X, F) depends only on the pair (X ′ , F|X ′ ).
b. (Output localization)
The class m · χ P (X, F) is the class of a projective ideal I ⊂ Z [G] such that the order of Z [G] /I is supported on the image of X ′ in Spec (Z).
The integer m can be thought of as the denominator in a Riemann-Roch formula for χ P (X, F). We have referred to the two parts of this conjecture in this way because part (a) restricts the amount of input information needed to determine m · χ P (X, F), while part (b) restricts the complexity of the output information needed to express m · χ P (X, F).
We would like to thank L. Illusie for pointing out a parallel between Conjecture 1.1 and results of Deligne, Abbès and Vidal concerning the equality of l-adicétale Euler characteristics of constructible sheaves having the same rank and wild ramification at infinity. For the precise statement of these results, see [I] , [A] and [V] .
The methods of [T1] , [T2] and [CEPT3] lead to a proof of Conjecture 1.1(a) modulo classes annihilated by a power of #G. Our main results imply the following theorem. Theorem 1.2. Suppose G is abelian and that the branch locus of X → X/G = Y is supported off the prime divisors of #G. Suppose also that Y is regular and X is normal.
a. The input localization conjecture is true for X. If dim(X) ≤ 4, one can let m = 1 if #G is odd, and m = 2 if #G is even. b. If m is the integer used in part (a) above, then the class 2|G| dim(X) m · χ P (X, F) is the class of a projective ideal I ⊂ Z [G] such that the order of Z [G] /I is supported on the image of X ′ in Spec (Z).
We will in fact show that for abelian G, the output localization conjecture holds for the image of χ P (X, F) under a map Θ n described below.
We now explain the appearance of the integers N and δ in Conjecture 1.1. Suppose the action of G on X is free, so that X ′ = ∅. In this case, each part of the conjecture is separately equivalent to m · χ P (X, F) = 0. This statement for an explicit N and δ depending only on dim(X) and #G, respectively, was proved in [P3] when all the Sylow subgroups of G are abelian. However, in [P3] it was suggested that Vandiver's conjecture (which claims that the class number of Z[ζ p + ζ −1 p ] is prime to p) fails for exactly those primes p for which there is an X with free Z/pZ-action and p > dim(X) with χ P (X, F) = 0. We have introduced the integer N in the Conjecture because if one thought the conjecture were true with N = 1, then [P3] suggests that this would imply the truth of Vandiver's conjecture, and this seems too strong. Theorem 1.2 is a consequence of the explicit formula in Theorem 3.13, which is the main result of this paper. We now indicate some consequences of this formula concerning modular forms, Mordell-Weil and Tate-Shafarevich groups.
Let p ≡ 1 mod 24 be a prime and Γ = (Z/pZ) * /{±1}. Suppose χ : Γ → µ r ⊂ Z[ζ r ] * is a character of prime order r|(p − 1) with r > 3. Let S 2 (Γ 1 (p), Z[ζ r ]) χ be the Z[ζ r ]-module of cusp forms F (z) = n≥1 a n e 2πinz of weight 2, level p and Nebentypus character χ whose Fourier coefficients a n belong to Z[ζ r ]. Then S 2 (Γ 1 (p), Z[ζ r ]) χ is a locally free Z[ζ r ]-module, of rank n(χ) = (p − 25)/12 by the classical Chevalley-Weil theorem. (See [CW] ; this was one of the first coherent Lefschetz-Riemann-Roch theorems.) For a ∈ (Z/rZ) * let {a} be the unique integer in the range 0 < {a} < r having residue class a, and let σ a ∈ Gal(Q(ζ r )/Q) be the automorphism for which σ a (ζ r ) = ζ a r . Define ω r : (Z/rZ) * → Z * r to be the Teichmüller character. We embed Z (resp. Z r ) into the profinite completion Z = l prime Z l of Z diagonally (resp. via the factor l = r). We then have a modified quadratic Stickelberger element ofẐ[Gal(Q(ζ r )/Q)] defined by (For the standard definition of the quadratic Stickelberger element see for example [KL, p.115] , also [CNT, p.308] .) Since the ideal class group Cl(Z[ζ r ]) is finite, θ 2 acts on this group. Let P χ be the prime ideal of Z[ζ r ] over (p) with the property that the reduction of χ modulo P χ is the p−1 r power of the identity character (Z/pZ) * → F * p . In §5 we describe an equivariant version of the Birch Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture. This should follow from the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture resulting from the work of Bloch and Kato, Fontaine and Perrin-Riou and of Burns and Flach (see [F] and Remark 5.2(a)). 
in Cl(Z[ζ r , s = 1 should approach 100% as x → ∞. Hence, it is plausible that the χ-eigenspace of J 1 (p)(Q)⊗ C is trivial for many primes p. However, since there could be many Galois orbits of such eigenforms at each level p the heuristics of [KS] do not actually imply that this is the case for an infinite number of primes. The principle behind Theorem 1.4 is that Birch Swinnerton-Dyer conjectures predict identities in G 0 (Z[Γ]) involving classes constructed from L-series derivatives, height pairings, period maps, de Rham and Betti cohomology groups, Mordell-Weil groups and TateShafarevich groups. Combinations of these classes which can be defined by Galois-equivariant functions from the characters of Γ to the complex numbers should be trivial or nearly so in G 0 (Z [Γ] ). (This accounts for the fact that values of L-series derivatives, regulators and period maps do not appear in Theorem 1.4.) Determining some of the other classes, e.g. the ones associated to de Rham and Betti cohomology over Z, then leads to predictions about the others, as in Theorem 1.4. It would be of great interest to find a motivic cohomology formalism which would make such predictions directly, without the intervention of L-value conjectures; such conjectures play no role in Theorems 3.13 and 1.3.
Let us remark here that the methods used to show Theorem 1.3 apply in many other situations. We plan to consider generalizations to other spaces of weight two modular forms and covers of modular curves in future work. An extension to higher weight modular forms is considered by E. Gurel in his thesis. Shimura varieties more general than modular curves also provide with many examples of Galois covers to which our techniques can be applied. This way one can hope to obtain information on the Galois module structure of lattices of automorphic forms for other groups besides GL(2)/Q.
We now explain our approach to computing χ P (X, F) for general X assuming that the quotient Y = X/G is a regular scheme which is projective and flat over Spec (Z) and of relative dimension d. Our main tools are the existence of cubic structures on the determinant of cohomology and a localized Riemann-Roch theorem. For simplicity, we will restrict our discussion to the case F = O X . The image of χ P (X, O X ) ∈ Cl(Z [G] ) maps, under the natural isomorphism Cl(Z [G] ) ∼ − → Pic(Z [G] ) given by the determinant of Z [G] -modules, to the class of the locally free rank one Z [G] -module given by the determinant of cohomology det RΓ(X, O X ) in Pic(Z [G] ).
Suppose that M is a locally free rank one left Z [G] -module. To each subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} we associate a homomorphism I : G → G n from G to the product G n of n copies of G which sends g ∈ G to the element of G n having g in the i th component for i ∈ I and the identity element of G in all other components. To obtain information about M , one can consider the base change homomorphisms
where the algebra homomorphism ∆ I :
The statement that certain tensor products over Z [G n ] of these ∆ I (M ) have trivializations puts a constraint on M , which in some cases one might hope would force M to have a trivial class in Cl(Z [G] ).
The particular tensor product which we consider is the so-called Θ n -product defined by
We define an "n-cubic structure" on M to be a trivialization of Θ n (M ) that satisfies certain "cubic" compatibility conditions. (The terminology and notation come from the theorem of the cube for line bundles on abelian varieties and the associated theta functions; this classical case corresponds to n = 3.) We will like to apply the above to M = det RΓ(X, O X ) ⊗2 and n = d + 2. To extract the maximal amount of information about M , it is important to consider in addition to
In general, this M does not support an n-cubic structure. However, M Q does because the cover X Q → Y Q is unramified. When d = dim(X Q ) = 1 this follows from the DeligneRiemann-Roch theorem [De] ; for general d it follows from work of Breen [Br] , Ducrot [Du] and Pappas [P3] . The resulting trivialization of Θ n (M Q ) enables us to regard Θ n (s) as an element c n (s) ∈ Q[G n ] * . One can view c n (s) as a kind of secondary class, analogous to the Bott-Chern secondary characteristic class arising from discrepancies between metrics on vector bundles lying in an exact sequence of vector bundles. Now suppose that we choose a generator
-module at each finite place v of Q. The above procedure (performed now over Q v ) allows us to obtain elements
The elements c n (s v ) are our substitutes of the local (abelian) resolvents that appear in Fröhlich's theory of resolvents for actions of finite groups on rings of algebraic integers. Our main calculation amounts to showing that, under certain assumptions, we can compute c n (s v ) up to an element of Z v [G n ] * using resolvent theory on the codimension 1 points of Y and a localized Riemann-Roch theorem. (Note that in the main text we mainly work with the Z [G n 
Our results are actually expressed in terms of a functor
where Pic η (Z [G] ) is the Picard category (see [SGA4, XVIII] ) of locally free rank one Z [G] modules N with a generator t of N Q and C Z (G; n) is a similar Picard category of locally free rank one Z [G n ]-modules where the morphisms are restricted according to certain "cubic" conditions (which will be specified in detail in the next section). Considering isomorphism classes of objects in Picard categories leads to a homomorphism
whose kernel is the group of classes in Pic(Z [G] ) having an n-cubic structure. By the results in [P2] this kernel is small (see Theorem 2.7; it is actually trivial when n ≤ 5). The main result of this paper, Theorem 3.13, gives an explicit "branch locus" formula for Θ n (M ) when n = d + 2, M = det RΓ(X, O X ) ⊗2 and the ramification of π : X → Y = X/G is domestic, in the sense that it is supported away from the prime divisors of #G. Let us conclude with some remarks. We first note that the approach outlined above allows us to provide a new explanation of the "cubic" conditions on the trivializations of Θ n (M ) which were first considered by Breen ([Br] ) when n = 3. We show that Breen's conditions are among those satisfied by all "ratios" Θ n (s)/Θ n (s ′ ) ∈ Q[G n ] * where s and s ′ are two generators of Q ⊗ Z M (see Remark 2.3 (b)). We can consider a bigger set of conditions and obtain variants of the notion of cubic structure and of the functor Θ n above (see Remarks 2.3 (d) and 2.6). In fact, by taking the maximal set of such conditions we can obtain a possibly more natural variant of the notion of cubic structure. When n = 2 the homomorphism Θ 2 is very closely related to the functor rag of McCulloh [McC] . Our formulas then essentially specialize to the formulas in loc. cit.
A major remaining problem is to understand the nature of the "cubic relations" when G is non abelian. Some progress has been made on that problem by the second author when n = 3 ([P5] ). (This pertains to covers of arithmetic surfaces.) Also, since the paper was submitted there has been some progress by the authors in developing a refined RiemannRoch theorem for non-abelian actions on arithmetic surfaces. However, we have not, as yet, been able to establish a comparably precise result about Euler characteristics even in the surface case. The situation for n > 3 remains completely unclear at the moment. One of the main themes of [P4-5] is that, because the γ-filtration on the Grothendieck group of vector bundles on Y = X/G terminates after the d + 1-th step, there are relations between the Chern classes of vector bundles over Y which are obtained from various representations of G using the cover X → Y . Such relations alone can sometimes be used to deduce information about an equivariant Euler characteristic χ P (X, F). In this paper we have taken advantage of the fact that the γ-filtration on the representation ring of an abelian group has a very simple form. The γ-filtration on the representation ring of a general finite group has no simple and uniform explicit description; this is at least one reason why it is hard to extend our results to arbitrary finite groups.
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Cubic structures and categories
2.a. Let G be a finite abelian group, and let R be a Dedekind ring with fraction field K. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer. We will denote by G D R = Spec (R [G] ) the Cartier dual of the constant group scheme given by G. We start by rephrasing the notion of n-cubic structure on a line bundle L = M over G D R (see [P2, §3] ) in terms of the corresponding locally free rank one R [G] 
. Suppose r and s are non-negative integers. Denote by G r the direct sum of r copies of G, where G 0 is taken to mean the group with one element. For I ∈ C r,s = Hom(G r , G s ), we will denote by ∆ I : R [G r ] → R [G s ] the induced R-algebra homomorphism. These homomorphisms have the property that (2.1)
to be induced by the composition of homomorphisms C r,s × C r ′ ,s ′ → C r ′ ,s when s ′ = r and to be the zero map otherwise. These maps make Σ = r,s≥0 Σ r,s into a ring without unit. Now let M be a locally free rank one R [G r ]-module. We will denote by M −1 the dual locally free rank one R [G r 
is a locally free rank one R [G s ]-module, and ∆ I (t) is a generator of ∆ I (M ) K . In general, suppose z = I∈Cr,s z(I) · I ∈ Σ r,s for some integers z(I). We define
z (I) where the tensor products are over R [G s 
We also have a homomorphism of multiplicative groups λ z :
If z ′ ∈ Σ s,s ′ for some integer s ′ , then the composition law (2.1) gives a canonical isomorphism
In particular, if z ′ · z = 0 in the ring Σ, then there is a canonical isomorphism
The corresponding isomorphism over
A subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} determines a homomorphism I ∈ C 1,n = Hom(G, G n ) by defining I(g) for g ∈ G to have i th component g for i ∈ I and i th component the identity element e of G if i / ∈ I. In this way, we will view subsets I of {1, . . . , n} as elements of C 1,n . Notice that the scheme morphism G] ) induced by ∆ I is given on points by m I (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = i∈I x i . (Note that we use additive notation for the group operation.) Now consider the element of Σ 1,n given by
If M is a locally free rank 1 R [G] -module, for simplicity, we will denote ∆ sn (M ) and ∆ sn (t) by Θ n (M ) and Θ n (t) respectively. Hence, we have
We now define three conditions on an element a ∈ K[G n ] * .
1. Consider the trivial homomorphism e : g → e in C n,0 = Hom(G n , G 0 ) ⊂ Σ n,0 . Since n ≥ 1, e · s n = 0 in Σ 1,0 . The homomorphism λ e : K[G n ] * → K * is the one induced by the trivial character of G n . An a ∈ K[G n ] * such that λ e (a) = 1 will be said to be rigid.
2. Suppose that σ is a permutation of {1, . . . , n}. We then have an element
of C n,n . Let id be the identity permutation of {1, . . . , n}, and let z σ = I σ − I id in Σ n,n . One checks readily that z σ · s n = 0 in Σ 1,n . An element a ∈ K[G n ] * such that λ zσ (a) = 1 for all permutations σ of {1, . . . , n} will be said to be symmetric.
3. Define four elements of C n,n+1 = Hom(G n , G n+1 ) by
. One has z · s n = 0 in Σ 1,n+1 since n ≥ 2. Elements a ∈ K[G n ] * such that λ z (a) = 1 will be said to satisfy the cocycle condition. P2, 3.3] ) An element a ∈ K[G n ] * which is rigid, symmetric and satisfies the cocycle condition (see 1,2 and 3 above) will be said to be n-cubic. Definition 2.2. Suppose that R ′ is a subring of K that contains R. An n-cubic structure on a locally free rank 1
such that for any choice of generator t of M ⊗ R ′ K as a K [G] -module, we have c(1) = a·Θ n (t) with a ∈ K[G n ] * which is n-cubic.
Remark 2.3. a) In the above definition, we are mainly interested in the cases
. Now if z is as in conditions 1, 2 or 3 above, we have (as in (2.7)) λ z (λ sn (α)) = λ z·sn (α) = λ 0 (α) = 1. Therefore, the element λ sn (α) is n-cubic. Hence, it is enough to check the property of the definition, for a single choice of
c) We can readily see that the notion of n-cubic element coincides with the corresponding notion as defined in [P2] . There the conditions are expressed in terms of characters of G, i.e of points of G D R . Also, n-cubic structures on M , as defined above, uniquely correspond to n-cubic structures (as defined in [P2, §3.a]) on the corresponding line bundle M over G D R ′ . d) We can consider the following variants of the notion of n-cubic structure: Let V be a set of elements z ∈ t≥0 Σ n,t that satisfy z · s n = 0. Then, we can consider "V -cubic elements": by definition, these are elements a ∈ K[G n ] * such that λ z (a) = 1 for all z ∈ V . The notion of "V -cubic structure" is defined as in Definition 2.2 above by replacing "ncubic" by "V -cubic". Notice that the argument in Remark (b) shows that for a ∈ K[G] * , λ sn (a) is V -cubic. Therefore, Remark (b) applies also to V -cubic structures.
2.b. The reader is referred to [SGA4, XVIII] for the definition of a Picard category. We now define two such categories:
The category Pic η R (G) with objects pairs (M, t) where M is a locally free rank 1 R [G] module and t a generator of K ⊗ R M as a K [G] -module, and morphisms φ : (M, t) → (M ′ , t ′ ) given by R [G] -isomorphisms φ : M → M ′ (with no condition on the generators t and t ′ ).
The category C R (G; n) with objects pairs (P, γ) where P is a locally free rank 1 R[G n ]-module and γ a generator of K⊗ R P as a K[G n ]-module, and morphisms ψ : (P, γ)
We can see that both Pic η R (G) and C R (G; n) are strictly commutative Picard categories with product defined by (M, t)
The group of isomorphism classes of Pic η R (G) is the Picard group Pic(R [G] ); we will denote by C R (G; n) the (abelian) group of isomorphism classes of objects of C R (G; n).
Lemma 2.4. There is an additive functor
Proof. It follows from the argument in Remark 2.3 (b) that the functor Θ n is well-defined. The rest is left to the reader.
The functor Θ n induces a group homomorphism
When the integer n is fixed from the context we will simply write Θ instead of Θ n .
Remark 2.5. Notice that by the definitions, isomorphisms (R [G n 
Hence, the kernel of (2.8) is the set (which is actually a group under tensor product) of isomorphism classes of locally free rank 1 R [G] -modules which support an n-cubic structure.
Remark 2.6. Suppose V is a set as in Remark 2.3 (d). Then there are obvious variants
and Θ n respectively. They are given by replacing "n-cubic element" by "V -cubic element" in the above definitions.
2.c. Assume that R is the ring of integers of a number field K. For m ≥ 0, let us denote
where the (restricted) product is over all finite places
For each finite place v of K fix an algebraic closureK v of the completion K v . Let us denote by Ch(G n ) v the (additive) ring of virtual characters of G n with values inK v . There is a group isomorphism (2.9)
Notice that for every element I of C r,s we can obtain an additive map
given by ∆ I and then extending linearly to virtual sums of such characters. This definition generalizes to elements z = I∈Cr,s z(I) · I of Σ r,s by linearity; we obtain additive maps
There is a commutative diagram (2.10)
Notice that the image of Θ D n is the n th power of the augmentation ideal of Ch(G) v .
2.d. Suppose that φ : G → H is a homomorphism of finite abelian groups; this induces ring homomorphisms
commutes. There is also a commutative diagram (2.13)
where C * φ is dual to the map
2.e. Let us now assume that R = Z. Let M G be the normalization of Z [G] in Q [G] . Then M G is the maximal order in Q [G] . Tensoring with M G over Z [G] induces a homomorphism Pic(Z [G] ) → Pic(M G ). Denote its kernel by D(Z [G] ); by Rim's theorem it is trivial when G is of prime order. Now recall that the k-th Bernoulli number B k is defined by the power series identity:
For a prime p we denote by | | p the usual p-adic absolute value with |p| p = p −1 . Let e(1) = 1 and for k ≥ 2 let us set
where K 2k−2 (Z) is the Quillen K-group (a finite group for k > 1) and we have h
. Note that, according to Vandiver's conjecture, p does not divide h + p , which implies e(k) = 1 for k odd. The following is essentially one of the main results of [P2] (or [P1] when n = 3).
Theorem 2.7. Suppose that R = Z and that
. If all the prime divisors of #G are greater than or equal to n and satisfy Vandiver
Proof. Recall that by Remark 2.5 elements in the kernel ker(Θ n ) ⊂ Pic(Z [G] ) are represented by invertible sheaves that support an n-cubic structure. Therefore, parts (a) and ( 
The main calculation and result
We continue to assume that R is a Dedekind ring with field of fractions K. Suppose that h : Y → Spec (R) is a regular flat projective scheme, equidimensional of (absolute) dimension d+1. Let π : X → Y be a G-cover where G is a finite abelian group. By definition, this means that X supports a (right) action of G, π is finite and identifies Y with the quotient X/G, and that π is generically on Y a G-torsor. Denote by f : X → Spec (R) the structure morphism. We assume that X is normal, in addition to the following hypothesis:
(T) The action of G on X is tame, i.e for every point x of X, the order of the inertia subgroup I x of x is relatively prime to the residue field characteristic of x. In addition, we assume that the cover π K : X K → Y K over Spec (K) is unramified (i.e a G-torsor; then X K is also regular). This last condition follows from the assumption on the tameness of the action, if Spec (R) → Spec (Z) is surjective.
Remark 3.1. a) It follows from the above assumptions that π : X → Y is flat. To show this, let x and y be points of X and Y with π(x) = y and letŶ , resp.X, be the spectrum of the strict henselization of the local ring O Y,y , resp. O X,x . By descent, it is enough to show thatπ :X →Ŷ is flat. By [Ra] we have
as schemes with G-action. Therefore,X/I x ≃Ŷ . By our assumptions, #I x is relatively prime to the residue characteristic,Ŷ is regular andX is normal. The argument in [Ro1] now shows thatπ is flat. b) To construct examples in which hypothesis (T) holds, one can start with a regular projective model Y of Y K and a G-torsor π K : X K → Y K . One then considers whether the normalization X of Y in the total quotient ring K(X K ) of X K is tame over Y , using for example Abhyankar's Lemma [GM, 2.3.2] . Suppose, for instance, that Y ′ is a regular curve over Spec (R[1/N ]) for some integer N with (N, #G) = 1, and that π ′ :
which satisfies all of our assumptions and has general fiber π ′ K . In fact, this cover has at worst "domestic ramification" (see §3.f).
Under the above conditions, the sheaf π 
For simplicity, we will denote this invertible sheaf by
In general, if F is any locally free coherent G-sheaf on X (i.e a locally free coherent O X -module with G action compatible with the action of G on X) then π * (F) can also be thought of as a locally free coherent
R which are bounded below is "perfect" (i.e it is locally quasi-isomorphic to a bounded complex of locally free coherent O G D R -modules, see [SGA6, §III] ). Hence, by [KMu] , we can associate to Rh * (H) a graded invertible sheaf
In what follows, we will mostly consider situations in which the second term rank(Rh * (H)) mod 2 (a Zariski locally constant Z/2Z-function on G D R ) is trivial. Then we will call det Rh * (H) "the determinant of cohomology". Suppose now that R is the ring of integers of a number field. The tameness assumption allows us to define the equivariant projective Euler characteristic χ P (X, F) in the Grothendieck group of finitely generated projective R [G] -modules K 0 (R [G] ) ([CEPT1, Theorem 8.3 ], see also [C] ). We denote byχ P (X, F) the class of χ P (X, F) in the quotient Cl(R [G] 
Since G is abelian and R has Krull dimension 1, there is a natural identification
We will denote this subsheaf by O X ′ ,χ . We can see that, under our assumptions,
With notations as above, there is a canonical homomorphism of invertible sheaves over
Y ′ µ : O X ′ ,χ 1 ⊗ O Y ′ · · · ⊗ O Y ′ O X ′ ,χ i → O X ′ ,χ 1 ···χ i ,
which is an isomorphism over the complement of the branch locus of π
In particular, the base change µ K is an isomorphism over the generic fiber Y K .
Proof. The homomorphism µ is given by restricting the i-fold multiplication
A standard argument using base change by the finiteétale morphism π ′ |V ′ and descent shows that the restriction of µ on V ′ is an isomorphism (see for example, [P3, (2. 3)]). Now consider I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. Recall that the scheme morphism
induced by the algebra homomorphism ∆ I of §2 is given by (x 1 , . . . , x n ) → i∈I x i . (Recall that we are using additive notation for the group operation on the points of G D R . However, such points correspond to characters of G and the group operation is actually given by multiplication of characters.) Also the i-th projection morphism
. Suppose now that, in the construction of Proposition 3.2, we take S ′ = (G D R ) n and for i ∈ I we let χ i be the (G D R ) n -valued character of G which is the "universal" character χ u : G → R [G] * ; χ u (g) = g on the i-th factor and the trivial character on all the other factors. Then Proposition 3.2 applied to this situation implies:
Corollary 3.3. For each n ≥ 1 and I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, there is a canonical homomorphism
n which is an isomorphism over the base change of the complement of the branch locus of π : X → Y . In particular, the base change
Proposition 3.2 also implies:
which is an isomorphism over the complement of the branch locus of
In the remainder of this paragraph, we assume (in addition to the hypotheses imposed in the beginning of §3) that R is a complete discrete valuation ring with perfect residue field of characteristic prime to #G, and that R contains a primitive #G-th root of unity ζ.
Suppose that x is a codimension 1 point of X with π(x) = y. Our hypothesis (T) implies that the inertia subgroup I x is trivial unless y maps to the closed point of Spec (R). The action of I x on the cotangent space m X,x /m 2 X,x defines a faithful character φ x : I x → k(x) * with values in the roots of unity of the residue field k(x). Since R * contains a root of unity ζ of order #G by assumption and #G is prime to the characteristic of k(x) we may view φ x as taking values in the subgroup < ζ > generated by ζ. If χ : G → < ζ >⊂ R * is another character of G, the restriction of χ to I x has the form φ n(χ,x) x for a unique integer n(χ, x) in the range 0 ≤ n(χ, x) < #I x . Since all points of X over y are conjugate under the action of G, we can see that I x ⊂ G and n(χ, x) depend only y. Often, we will denote them by I y and n(χ, y) respectively. Set (3.3) g(χ, y) = − n(χ, y) #I y .
Lemma 3.5. Under the above assumptions, the map ν :
is the divisor with y running over the finite set of codimension 1 points of Y that are contained in the special fiber of Y → Spec (R).
Proof. Let y be a codimension 1 point of Y which is contained in the special fiber. It is enough to prove the statement after replacing Y by anétale neighborhood of y ∈ Y . Then, by using (3.1), we can assume that for every x ∈ X with π(x) = y, the decomposition subgroup of x is equal to the inertia subgroup I x . Suppose that a is a local section of O X in a neighborhood of π −1 (y) such that g · a = χ(g)a for g ∈ G, so that a defines a local section of O X,χ ⊂ π * (O X ) in a neighborhood of y. The subgroup I x acts on a via the character
. Let ̟ x , resp. ̟ y , be uniformizers of the discrete valuation rings O X,x , resp. O Y,y . Since I x acts on the quotient
On the other hand, we can choose a local section a ′ of O X in a neighborhood of π −1 (y) which is congruent to ̟ n(χ,x) x mod ̟ n(χ,x)+1 x O X,x , and which has very high valuation at every other point of X which lies over y. Define α = e χ · a ′ where
is the idempotent of χ. Then α satisfies g · α = χ(g)α, and we have
. By the definition of the map ν, its image is the O Y -ideal sheaf with local sections generated by the #G-th powers of the local sections of 
is identified with the natural injection of invertible sheaves
3.b. The determinant of cohomology. We continue with the assumptions and notations of the beginning of §3. In particular, we assume (T). Denote byh :
. If G is a locally free coherent O Y -module we can consider the square of the determinant of cohomology
this is a line bundle on
In this case, all the arguments below can be carried out for det Rh
In order to simplify the exposition we will now identify in our notation invertible sheaves (line bundles) over G D R with the corresponding locally free rank 1 R [G] -modules of their sections; this should not cause any confusion. We will also use the same notation δ to denote the functor given by the square of the determinant of cohomology over various base schemes without distinction. Also, in a further attempt to lighten the presentation, we will first concentrate our discussion to the case G = O Y for simplicity; the general case, which is similar, will be discussed later.
Let now s be any generator of the K[G]-module δ(L) K . Our plan is to calculate the isomorphism class of the image Θ d+2 ((δ(L), s)) = (Θ d+2 (δ(L)), Θ d+2 (s)) in the category C R (G; d + 2) in terms of data obtained from the branch locus of the cover π. Under our assumptions, the cover of generic fibers π K is unramified and hence a G-torsor. Hence, it follows from the results of [Du] and [P3] 
(From hereon we will omit the subscript n = d+2.) We start with the following fundamental observation:
It is enough to calculate the isomorphism class of the pair (Θ(δ(L)), γ(1)) in the group C R (G; n) in terms of data obtained from the branch locus of the cover π.
Indeed, since γ defines an n-cubic
The main result of [Du] (loc. cit. Theorem 4.2) gives a canonical trivialization
(This follows from the existence of a d + 2-cubic structure on the functor from line bundles on G D Y to line bundles on G D R given by the square of the determinant of cohomology; see also [P3, §4] especially loc. cit. Definition 4.2 and §4.e. In fact, after wrestling with signs, a harder result about the determinant of the cohomology -without squaring and without a condition on the rank of Rh * (L) -is shown in [Du] . We are not going to use this more complicated result. When d = 1, this trivialization can also be obtained directly using the Deligne-Riemann-Roch theorem and the bilinearity of the Deligne pairing [De] .) Using this we obtain an isomorphism
Now notice that by using µ I K in Corollary 3.3 and the functoriality of the determinant of cohomology we can obtain an isomorphism
where the latter isomorphism comes from the identification
Hence, we obtain a trivialization
Consider the composition
By [P3, Theorem 4.7] and its proof, the trivialization γ is an n-cubic structure on δ(L) K . Now let us consider the image E of the
K under the inverse of the isomorphism (3.5) above. It follows that E is a locally free R [G n 
where the two vertical arrows are given by the compositions
Proof. An isomorphism is given by the composition of the second row of the diagram (3.7). As remarked above, γ(1) is the image of 1 under the composition of the first row. It follows that (E, 1) is isomorphic to (Θ(δ(L)), γ(1)), which we have shown earlier to be isomorphic to Θ((δ(L), s)) in the category C R (G; n).
¿From the definitions, we have canonical isomorphisms
Here E I is a locally free rank 1 R[G n ]-module. We also have a canonical isomorphism 
We will obtain our main result by calculating E I and E under some additional assumptions.
Remark 3.8. The above arguments readily extend from the case G = O Y to the case of a general coherent locally free O Y -module G. Indeed, by [Du, §4.7] , the functor from line bundles on
has a canonical n-cubic structure. This provides a canonical trivialization of
n . Now, in the same way as we have seen above, this trivialization combined with the isomorphisms µ I K provides an n-cubic structure on the generic fiber δ(G ⊗ O Y L) K . The rest of the argument is also identical: In the end we obtain locally free R [G n 
3.c. Branch divisors and Riemann-Roch. We continue with the assumptions and notations given at the beginning of §3. However, in this paragraph, we will assume in addition that R is a complete discrete valuation ring which has perfect residue field k of characteristic prime to #G and which contains a primitive root of unity ζ of order equal to #G. Recall also n = d + 2.
Let φ : G n → < ζ >⊂ R * be a character and denote by φ i the restriction of φ to the i-th factor of G n . Recall that for I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} we denote by φ * (µ I ) the base change of µ I by Y → (G D Y ) n given by using φ : R[G n ] → R. The morphism φ * (µ I ) then identifies with the "multiplication" i∈I O X,φ i − → O X, i∈I φ i which was considered in Proposition 3.2. By functoriality, we have
We will calculate the R-fractional ideals φ(E I ) and φ(E) in K using a localized RiemannRoch theorem for the morphism h : Y → Spec (R). Denote by h s : Y s → Spec (k) the special fiber of h. Let F I,φ be the cokernel of φ * (µ I ); it is a coherent sheaf of O Y -modules which is supported on the special fiber Y s . Therefore, it gives a class [F I,φ ] in the Grothendieck group G 0 (Y s ) of coherent O Ys -modules on Y s . The following can be deduced from the definition and basic properties of the determinant of cohomology. (Note that the functor δ in this statement is given by the square of the determinant of cohomology; this explains the appearance of the factor 2 in the exponent below.) Lemma 3.9. Denote by ̟ a uniformizer of R. We have
In what follows we borrow heavily from [Fu] . We refer the reader to loc. cit. for notations and more details. Suppose that D 1 , . . . , D q are effective divisors on Y with supports |D 1 |, . . . , |D q | contained in Y s . Then we can define, following [Fu, §2 and §17] 
These homomorphisms are given by the composition
Here, the first map is defined by [Fu, §2] and the second is obtained from the inclusion of the set-theoretic intersection of supports [Fu, §18] . (Strictly speaking, the reference [Fu] only covers schemes over a base field; the extension to the situation we want is described in [GS] or [Ro2, §11] , see also [Fu, §20] 
.) By definition, this is a bivariant class in
Suppose that c is a complex of the form L → M (at degrees −1 and 0) with L, M two line bundles on Y which is exact off Y s and set
We have (see [Ro2, Theorem 11.4.6, Theorem 12.3 .1]): 
c) Similarly, if c is the inclusion
Proof. We will see that this follows from Lemma 3.9 and:
In this equality, the map (h s ) * on the right hand side is the push forward of zero-cycles 
Corollary 3.6 now identifies the complex φ * (µ I ) ⊗#G with
Let us write D I = −F ( i∈I φ i ), D I +D ′ I = − i∈I F (φ i ) (these are both effective divisors supported on the special fiber Y s ). There is an exact sequence of complexes:
′′ the natural injective homomorphisms. Therefore, by [Fu, Proposition 18 .1], we have:
Recall n = d + 2. Applying Proposition 3.10 (c) and telescoping using the identity (for given q < n) I⊂{1,...,n}
This translates to I⊂{1,...,n}
Hence, using (3.10) and Proposition 3.10 (c), we obtain
This gives
Ys (c
Therefore, using Proposition 3.10 (d) and Corollary 3.6, we now obtain
Since by definition D I = −F ( i φ i ), by using Lemma 3.5 we find that this is equal to
where (y 1 , . . . , y q ) runs over all q-tuples of codimension 1 fibral points of Y . Altogether we obtain that the 0-th component of
Theorem 3.11 now follows from Theorem 3.12 and Lemma 3.9. 
The exact same proof now works (one has to also use Proposition 3.10 (e)) to obtain that
where T π,G is the Q-valued function on the R-valued 1-dimensional characters of G given by
The notation and assumptions here are as in Theorem 3.11.
3.e. Here we assume in addition that X and Y are relative curves over Spec (R) (d = 1). Notice that we have
Hence, in this case, the formula (3.12) specializes to (3.14) T π,G (ψ) = rank(G)
Actually, in this case we have deg
2 ) (the degree of the line bundle O Y (y 1 ) restricted on y 2 over Spec (k)). For simplicity, we will denote this intersection number by y 1 ·y 2 (see [La2, III] ). Also, using adjunction ([La2, IV §4]), we find that deg(
here ω y/k is the canonical sheaf of y over Spec (k), see loc. cit.). Then formula (3.14) for G = O Y can be written:
3.f. The main theorem. Let R be the ring of integers of a number field K. We continue with the assumptions and notations of the beginning of §3. In fact, in addition to (T) we now also assume:
(D) the residue field characteristic of each point of Y which ramifies in π : X → Y is relatively prime to the order of the group G.
Denote by S the finite set of rational primes such that the cover π : X → Y is only ramified at points above S. By our assumption (D), p ∈ S implies p |#G. Denote by S K the set of places of K that lie above S.
Suppose G is a locally free coherent O Y -sheaf on Y and consider the G-sheaf
of §2.b. For a finite place v of K, we denote by ̟ v a uniformizer of the completion R v and fix an algebraic closureK v of its fraction field K v . Recall that, as in §2.c, any finite
. Now let v ∈ S K (then (v, #G) = 1) and denote by R ′ v the complete discrete valuation ring R ′ v ⊂K v obtained by adjoining to R v a primitive root of unity of order equal to #G. Then ̟ v is also a uniformizer for R ′ v . Let us consider the cover
obtained from π by base change. Since R ′ v has residue field characteristic prime to #G and contains a primitive #G-th root of unity we can now apply the constructions and results of paragraphs 3.c and 3.d to the cover π ′ v and the sheaf G ⊗ R R ′ v . For simplicity, we will denote by T v,G the function (3.12) . Recall the isomorphism
given by evaluating characters of
Let us now observe that the definition of the function T v,G implies that, for all σ ∈ Gal(K v /K v ) and ψ ∈ Ch(G) v , we have
Indeed, this can be derived from the equality g(ψ, y j ) = g(ψ σ , y σ j ) in which y σ j is the image of the irreducible component y j under the action of σ ∈ Gal(K v /K v ). This, in turn, follows from the identity
with g ∈ I y j and ̟, ̟ σ uniformizers of the local rings at y j and y σ j respectively, which is true since the G-action is "defined over R". Hence, the map φ → ̟
Theorem 3.13. With the above assumptions and notations,
] is the (unique) finite idèle which is such that G) ] is even, then we can eliminate both occurrences of the factor 2 from the statement:
Proof. By (3.2) it is enough to consider the image of the class of the determinant of cohomology det Rh
Indeed, since this function is Zariski locally constant and G D R is connected, it is enough to check this over the generic fiber Spec (K); there it follows from the Grothedieck-Riemann-Roch theorem and the fact that L K is a torsion line bundle (cf. Cor. 3.4) and hence it has trivial Chern character. Hence in this "even" case we do not have to consider the square.
By Remark 3.8 (cf. Lemma 3.7), it is now enough to show that, for each finite place
by Corollary 3.3 and the definition of E(G). Hence, since λ
v = 1, E(G)R v = λ v R v [G d+2 ]. When v ∈ S K , (v, #G) = 1,
and we have an isomorphism
with φ ranging over the Gal(K v /K v )-orbits ofK v -valued characters of G d+2 and R v (φ) ⊂ R ′ v ⊂K v the complete discrete valuation ring generated over R v by the values of φ. Therefore, to show the statement for v ∈ S K , it is enough to verify that φ(E (G) 
This now follows from Remark 3.d (cf. Theorem 3.11) , and the fact that the formation of the determinant of cohomology (and therefore also of the ideals E(G)) commutes with base change.
Remark 3.14. Theorem 3.13 determines 2 ·χ P (X, F) up to an element of Ker(Θ d+2 ) from numerical information. The group Ker(Θ d+2 ) is bounded above in Theorem 2.7; in particular, it is trivial if R = Z and d ≤ 3. Note, though, that differs from the usual approach in Galois module structure theory of specifying an idèle β in A * f,K [G] which represents 2 ·χ P (X, F) (e.g. modulo Ker(Θ d+2 ) or a larger subgroup of Cl(R [G] )). In the modular form example of the next section we produce such a β under some additional hypotheses. In general, we can produce an idèle in A * f,K [G] giving the class 2(#G) d+1 χ P (X, F) modulo Ker(Θ d+2 ); see §3.g below.
Remark 3.15. Suppose that F is a general locally free G-sheaf on X (i.e a locally free coherent O X -module with G action compatible with the action of X) which is not necessarily of the form π * G for an O Y -sheaf G. In this remark we explain how our methods can also lead to a calculation ofχ P (X, F). Set H = (π * (F)) G . Under our assumptions, this is a locally free O Y -sheaf and there is an exact sequence of G-sheaves on X
with Q supported on the (fibral) branch locus of π. We haveχ P (X, F) =χ P (X, π * (H)) + χ P (X, Q). The classχ P (X, π * (H)) can be calculated using Theorem 3.13. On the other hand, the classχ P (X, Q) naturally lifts to a class in the torsion free group ⊕ v K 0 (k(v) [G] ) which can be calculated (at least when X is regular) using the Lefschetz-Riemann-Roch theorem of [BFQ] (see [CEPT2] for an example of such a calculation).
3.g. Let us discuss here how we can deduce Theorem 1.2 of the introduction. Observe that under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2 π is flat by Remark 3.1 (a) and we can write the short exact sequence (3.18) with Q supported on the fixed point locus X ′ . Moreover, we can see that Q depends only on the pair (X ′ , F|X ′ ). As above, we haveχ P (X, F) = χ P (X, π * (H)) +χ P (X, Q). The classχ P (X, Q) is represented by a finite module of finite projective dimension of order supported on the image of X ′ in Spec (Z). Hence, we can reduce the proof to the case that F is of the form π * G for G a locally free coherent sheaf on Y . Then (a) follows by combining Theorem 3.13 with Theorem 2.7. To show (b) observe that the character function ψ → (#G) d+1 T π,G (ψ) takes values in Z. (This follows from the definition of T π,G (ψ) and the localized Riemann-Roch theorem.) Therefore, we can use this character function to define by a formula as in (3.17) an idèle in A * f,Q [G] whose image under the map Θ d+2 is 2(#G) d+1 ·χ P (X, F). By construction, this idèle represents a finite module of finite projective dimension whose order is supported on the primes below the branch locus and whose class in Cl(Z [G] ) agrees with 2(#G) d+1 ·χ P (X, F) modulo ker(Θ d+2 ). The result now follows from Theorem 2.7.
Galois structure of modular forms
The object of this section is to prove Theorem 1.3. With the assumptions of that Theorem, let M Γ 1 (p) be the moduli stack classifying triples (E, C, γ) where E → S is a generalized elliptic curve (see [DR] ), C a locally free rank p subgroup of the smooth locus E sm and γ : (Z/pZ) S → C D a "generator" of the Cartier dual of C; we ask that C intersects every irreducible component of every geometric fiber of E → S. (Here generator is meant in the sense of [KM, Ch. 1] . Notice that a group scheme embedding µ p ֒→ E sm gives data C and γ; in fact, if p is invertible on S, giving C together with γ as above exactly amounts to giving a group scheme embedding µ p ֒→ E sm .) We denote by X 1 = X 1 (p) the corresponding coarse moduli scheme over Spec (Z). The group (Z/pZ) * acts on
(When p is invertible, this action sends the corresponding j : µ p ֒→ E sm to the composition j • (z → z a ) : µ p ֒→ E sm .) This produces a faithful Γ = (Z/pZ) * /{±1}-action on X 1 . When H is a subgroup of Γ we let X H be the quotient X 1 /H, and define
together with the embedding µ p ⊂ G m /q Z (see [DR, VII] ) gives a morphism τ : Spec (Z[[q]]) → X H . We call the support of the corresponding section Spec (Z) → Spec (Z[[q]]) → X H the ∞ cusp. Over C, provided we trivialize µ p (C) via ζ p = e 2πi/p , this corresponds to the "usual" ∞ cusp and the parameter q to e 2πiz with z in the upper half plane H. The morphism τ identifies Spec (Z [[q] ]) with the formal completion of X H along ∞.
Remark 4.1. a) Alternatively, we can define M Γ 1 (p) by considering the non-proper moduli stack of triples (E, C, γ) as above with E → S an "honest" (i.e smooth) elliptic curve and then take its normalization over the affine j-line (compare to the approach in [DR] , [KM] 
is a variant of the following moduli stack which is used in [CES] :
be the moduli stack of triples (E, Σ, γ ′ ) where E → S is a generalized elliptic curve, Σ a locally free rank p subgroup of the smooth locus E sm which intersects every irreducible component of every geometric fiber of E → S and
with E an honest elliptic curve, then the Weil pairing induces a canonical isomorphism
is the p-torsion subgroup scheme of E). The map (E, C, γ) → (E/C, E[p]/C, γ ′ ) with γ ′ := ι • γ induces an isomorphism of moduli stacks on the complement of the cusps; this extends (by normalization) to an isomorphism
which in turn induces an isomorphism between the corresponding coarse moduli schemes (compare [CES, p. 381] ).
Since we have assumed p ≡ 1 mod 24, the genus g 0 of (X 0 ) C is (p − 13)/12. The work of Deligne and Rapoport [DR] , Katz and Mazur [KM] and Conrad, Edixhoven and Stein in [CES] implies the following two results. 
. Their exact number depends on #H mod 6: In particular, if 6 divides #H there are no such points and X H is then regular. If H = {1} there are two non-regular points on X 1 . There is a morphism b : X ′ 1 → X 1 which is a rational resolution of those two singular points and a morphism c : X ′ 1 → X 1 which is a sequence of blow-downs of exceptional curves such that X 1 is regular and all the geometric fibers of Proof. Parts (a) and (b) follow from [CES, Th. 4.1.1, Th. 4.2.6 ] (see [CES, §5.3] ; the reader should be aware that [CES] use the variant moduli problem of Remark 4.1 (b).) Part (c) follows from [DR, VI. 6.16 ]. Let E be an ordinary elliptic curve over F p . The pair (E, Z/pZ ⊂ E, 0) corresponds to a point s of D {1} 0 . Let R s be the formal deformation ring of the point (E, Z/pZ ⊂ E, 0) in the moduli stack M Γ 1 (p) . Then R s supports an action of ∆ × (Z/pZ) * where ∆ = Aut(E). Let H ′ be the inverse image of H under the surjection (Z/pZ) * → Γ, and let s ′ , s ′′ be the images of s on X H , resp. X 0 . The completions of the local rings are
as rings with G = (Z/pZ) * /H ′ -action. Using [CES, Theorem 3.3.3] and the proof of [CES, Theorem 4.1.1] (or alternatively a direct calculation using the description of the scheme of generators of the multiplicative group scheme µ p given in [KM, II] ) we can deduce the following: There is a ∆ × (Z/pZ) * -isomorphism
where the action on the right hand side is as follows: δ ∈ ∆ acts via δ · v = ψ(δ)v, δ · u = ψ 2 (δ)u with ψ a faithful character of ∆, while a ∈ (Z/pZ) * acts via a · v = ω −1 (a)v, a · u = u. Assume now that E is an ordinary elliptic curve over F p with j = 0, 1728. Then ∆ = {±1}. Part (b) for D H 0 follows then directly from the above and (4.2).
Proposition 4.4. Let H be an arbitrary subgroup of Γ. The group H 0 (X H , O X H ) is isomorphic to Z with trivial Γ/H-action and
is projective and flat. The claim about H 1 (X H , O X H ) follows from Theorem 4.2 (a) and [BLR, 9.7 /1] (see Proposition 5.3).
If R is a subring of C we will denote by S 2 (Γ 1 (p), R) the R-module of cusp forms F (z) = n≥1 a n e 2πinz for the congruence subgroup Γ 1 (p) ⊂ PSL 2 (Z) whose Fourier coefficients a n belong to R. (These are the Fourier coefficients "at the cusp ∞".) If M is a finitely generated
Proposition 4.5. There are Γ-equivariant isomorphisms
where the Γ-action on S 2 (Γ 1 (p), Z) is via the diamond operators and ω X 1 /Z denotes the canonical (dualizing) sheaf of X 1 → Spec (Z).
Proof. The Γ-isomorphism
follows from duality ([DR, I, (2.1.1)]). Let G(q) = n≥1 a n q n ∈ S 2 (Γ 1 (p), Z) with q = e 2πinz and consider G(q)dq/q as a regular differential over Spec (Z[[q]]). A standard argument using the Kodaira-Spencer map shows that G(q)dq/q extends to a regular differential over X 1 [1/p] (see for example [Ma, II §4] ). This extension must also be regular in an open neighborhood of the section at ∞. Hence there is an open subset U ′ of the set U ⊂ X 1 defined in Theorem 4.2 (b) such that G(q)dq/q is regular on U ′ and U − U ′ is a finite set of closed points. We obtain an injective Γ-equivariant homomorphism
where the latter two equalities follow from the fact that b : X ′ 1 → X 1 and c : X ′ 1 → X 1 are rational morphisms which are isomorphisms on b −1 (U ′ ) and that X 1 − c(b −1 (U ′ )) has codimension 2 in X 1 . The surjectivity of Φ follows from pulling back elements of H 0 (X 1 , ω X 1 /Z ) via τ : Spec (Z [[q] ]) → U and using the Kodaira-Spencer isomorphism. Proposition 4.6. We have G = Γ/H-isomorphisms
In view of Proposition 4.5, it will be enough to exhibit a
Let µ : X 1 → X H be the quotient morphism. Since taking H-coinvariants is a right exact functor and the coherent cohomology groups H i (X H , −) are trivial when i ≥ 2 we obtain (4.6)
The element Tr = h∈H h of the group ring Z[H] acts on µ * O X 1 to give a Γ/H-equivariant morphism of O X H -sheaves
Since the stalks of µ * O X 1 are H-cohomologically trivial at points where the ramification of µ : X 1 → X H is tame (see [CEPT1] ), the cokernel C and kernel K of Tr are coherent and supported on the subset of X H over which the cover µ has wild ramification. By [Ma, II, §2] this is (at most) a finite set of points in characteristics 2 and 3. Hence the cohomology groups of C and K vanish in positive dimensions. It follows that Tr induces a surjection
with finite kernel, so (4.5) follows from (4.6).
The following result is a corollary of a theorem of Rim [Ri] .
Proposition 4.7. Let χ : Γ → Z[ζ r ] * be a 1-dimensional character of prime order r ≥ 5 with kernel H. Let G = Γ/H and suppose M is a finitely generated torsion-free
a. There is a unique homomorphism e ′ χ :
is the image of P in Cl(Z [G] ) and e χ : Cl(
is the unique homomorphism such that
Proof of Theorem 1.3.
With the notations of the Theorem, recall that 
. Propositions 4.5 and 4.6 now give an isomorphism of (torsion free) Z[ζ r ]-modules
(Here we are using the notation of Proposition 4.7.) The projective class χ P (X H , O X H ) ∈ K 0 (Z [G] ) has the property that
where
where g(X H ) is the genus of X H and H 0 (X H , O X H ) ≃ Z with trivial G-action by Proposition 4.4. Thus H 0 (X H , O X H ) ∨,χ = 0 since χ is non-trivial. Because the generic fiber of X H → X 0 isétale of degree r, we now conclude from (4.8) and the Hurwitz Theorem that
Since p ≡ 1 mod 24, we have g(X 0 ) = (p − 13)/12, so n(χ) = (p − 25)/12 as stated in Theorem 1.3. G] ). We conclude from (4.8), (4.9) and Propositions 4.4 and 4.7 that there is an isomorphism of Z[ζ r ]-modules
We now compute the image of χ P (X H , O X H ) under the homomorphism Θ = Θ 3 : Cl(Z [G] ) → C Z (G, 3) by applying our main result, Theorem 3.13, to the cover π H : X H → X 0 . (Notice that g(X 0 ) is odd; hence, we can use the version of the Theorem which does not include the factor of 2.) Since the index of H in Γ is the prime r ≥ 5, the order of H is divisible by 6. By Theorem 4.3 π H is ramified only at the fiber over p. The field Q p already contains a primitive p − 1-st root of unity. Hence, we may take
f,Q [G 3 ] which is 1 at all places v = (p) and is such that
with T : Ch(G) p → Q the function associated to the cover X H ⊗ Z Z p → X 0 ⊗ Z Z p in Theorem 3.13. For a ∈ Z/rZ let {a} be the unique integer in the range 0 ≤ {a} < r having residue class a. By Theorem 4.2 (c) and Theorem 4.3 the expression in (3.15) becomes
and ω : (Z/pZ) * → Z * p is the Teichmüller character. For a ∈ Z/rZ define ω r (a) = 0 if a = 0, and otherwise let ω r (a) ∈ Z r ⊂Ẑ be the Teichmüller character associated to r. Define (4.14)
T 1 (ψ) = 1 − p 12 ω r (a) 2 2r 2 and T 2 (ψ) = − {a} r r when ψ = χ −a 0 as above. We extend ψ → T i (ψ) to a function on the character ring Ch(G) p by additivity. Since p ≡ 1 mod 24 and r|
Since Cl(Z [G] ) is a torsion group, β defines a unique class [β] in Cl(Z [G] ). We now show
, and let R =Ẑ if i = 1 and R = Z if i = 2. From (4.14) one has rT i (ψ) ∈ R and rT i (ψ) ≡ a mod rR. It follows that for all triples (χ, φ, ψ) elements of Ch(G) p , T i (χφψ − χφ − φψ − χψ + χ + φ + ψ − 1) lies in R. Hence there are elements
We now conclude from (4.12), (4.13) and (4.15) that G; 3) , where c i is the class associated to the element a i . Let us first show (4.19) c 2 = 0.
For this it will suffice to show that there is a cubic element λ ∈ Q [G 3 ] * such that λa 2 is a unit idèle of Q [G 3 ]. Fix a primitive p-th root of unity ζ p ∈ Q * , and let
be the usual Gauss sum associated to ψ. Let τ be the unique extension of the map ψ → τ (ψ) to a homomorphism from R G to Q * . We let τ (3) be the element of Hom(R G 3 , Q * ) which
From the behavior of Gauss sums under automorphisms of Q, and the factorization of the ideals they generate (c.f. [La1, §IV.3] ), it follows that τ (3) is Gal(Q/Q)-equivariant, and corresponds to an element λ ∈ Q [G 3 ] * of the required kind. This shows (4.19). Turning now to c 1 , let σ(s) be the automorphism of G which sends g ∈ G to g s for s ∈ (Z/rZ) * . By (2.13) the action of Aut (G) 
From the definition of the T 1 in (4.14) and the multiplicativity of the Teichmüller character we have (σ(s)T ′ )(ψ) = ω r (s) 2 T ′ (ψ). It follows that the element α(s) = σ(s) − ω r (s) 2 sends a 1 to the identity function, so 
If A → B is an injection of abelian groups, and A is finite, then A =Ẑ ⊗ Z A →Ẑ ⊗ Z B is injective, as one sees by reducing to the case in which A → B is the inclusion n −1 Z/Z → Q/Z for some n ≥ 1. So (4.21) and the injectivity of Θ implies
Similarly, since r 2 T 1 (ψ) is in Z r ⊂Ẑ and Cl(Z [G] ) is a torsion group, we see from the injectivity of Θ that D is in the r-Sylow subgroup of Cl(Z [G] ). We now use the fact that Cl(Z [G] ) is isomorphic to Cl(Z[ζ r ]). Define C j to be the group of classes c in the r-Sylow subgroup of Cl(Z[ζ r ]) for which (σ(s) − ω r (s) j )(c) = 0 for all s ∈ (Z/r) * . We have shown a 1 corresponds to a class in C 2 . By the Spiegelungsatz (c.f. [Wa, Theorem 10 .9]), C 2 = 0 if C −1 = 0. Herbrand's Theorem ( [Wa, Thm. 6.17]) shows that if C −1 = 0, then the Bernoulli number B r−(r−2) = B 2 is congruent to 0 mod rZ r . This is impossible since B 2 = 1 6 and r ≥ 5, so we have shown (4.16).
In view of (4.11) and (4.16), the proof of Theorem 1.3 is reduced to showing
when θ 2 and P χ are as defined in Theorem 1.3. By applying a suitable element of ∆ = Gal(Q(ζ r )/Q) to both sides, we can reduce to the case in which χ = χ 0 = ω
. From the definition of e χ in Proposition 4.7, β in (4.15) and of θ 2 and P χ we see that
, so the proof is complete.
Remark 4.8. Our techniques can be used to obtain a result for cusp forms of (general) square free level N . In the general case, the moduli theoretic model for X 0 (N ) is not regular over Z. Hence, as in Remark 3.1 (b), we need to deal with the cover obtained by the normalization of the modular curve (X 1 (N )) Q over a regular resolution of X 0 (N ). The details, which are somewhat involved, will appear in future work.
An equivariant Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer relation
Suppose that G is a finite abelian group and let V → W be a G-cover of smooth projective geometrically connected curves of positive genus over Q. We will denote by A = Jac(V ) the Jacobian variety of V (an abelian variety over Q); the group G acts on A by (Picard) functoriality. Let A(Q) and X(A) denote the Mordell-Weil group and the Tate-Shafarevich group of A over Q. Let H 1 (A(C), Z) + be the subgroup of the (singular) homology group H 1 (A(C), Z) which is fixed by the action of complex conjugation on A (C) . Define A to be the Néron model of A over Spec (Z); this supports a natural G-action that extends the action of G on A = A × Z Q. Consider the tangent space Lie(A) of A at the origin section e : Spec (Z) → A. Lie(A) is a finitely generated Z [G] -module which is free as a Z-module. For a prime number l we denote by Φ l (A) the group of F l -points of the (finite) group scheme of connected components of the fiber of A over F l . We also denote by Φ ∞ (A) the group of connected components A(R)/A(R) 0 of the Lie group A(R). Suppose R is a Dedekind ring. Denote by x → x ∨ the involution on G 0 (R [G] ) defined in the following way. If M is a finitely generated R [G] -module, there is a short exact sequence of R [G] -modules
(Here the G-structure on Hom R (L, R) is given as usual by (g · f )(l) = f (g −1 l).)
Conjecture 5.1. Assume that the Tate-Shafarevich group X(A) is finite. Then the identity
is true in the Grothendieck group G 0 (Z [G] ) of finitely generated Z[G]-modules.
Remark 5.2. We call this a Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer relation because it should follow from an appropriate "refined" version of the classical Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture for abelian varieties. A trivialization of the virtual module corresponding to the left hand side of (5.2) should arise from the leading terms in the Taylor expansion at s = 1 of L-series associated to the G action on A, the height pairing on A(Q) and the period map of A. A prototype of such an extension of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture can be found in the works of Gross (see [G] , [BG] ). Following the seminal work of Bloch and Kato, very general equivariant Tamagawa number conjectures for motives with endomorphisms have been developed by Fontaine and Perrin-Riou and by Burns and Flach. These include, in particular, refined versions of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture; see [BF] or the survey [F] . Conjecture 5.1 should be a consequence of more precise conjectural formulas of this kind, though the details have not appeared in the literature; we are grateful to Matthias Flach for a private communication on this matter.
Proposition 5.3. Let X be a normal flat projective curve over Z on which G acts and which has rational singularities. Suppose that the general fiber X Q is G-isomorphic to V , and that the greatest common divisor of the multiplicities of the irreducible components of each geometric fiber of X → Spec (Z) is 1. Then H 1 (X, O X ) is G-isomorphic to Lie(A) (and hence is Z-torsion free), and H 0 (X, O X ) ∼ = Z with trivial G-action.
Proof. Since V is smooth and geometrically connected and X → Spec (Z) is projective and flat we have H 0 (X, O X ) ∼ = Z with trivial G-action. The claim that H 1 (X, O X ) is Gisomorphic to Lie(A) follows, under our assumptions, from [BLR, 9.7 /1] and its proof. (For a more general treatment of the relation between Lie(A) and H 1 (X, O X ) see [LLR] .) in G 0 (Z [G] ), where f : K 0 (Z [G] ) → G 0 (Z [G] ) is the forgetful homomorphism.
5.a. Modular curves. In this section we specialize Corollary 5.4 to the modular curve case considered in §4. Let p, r ≥ 5 be primes such that p ≡ 1 mod 24r, and let Γ = (Z/pZ) * /{±1} be the group of diamond operators acting on the model X 1 (p) of the modular curve X 1 (p) Q described in §4. By Theorem 4.2 (a) X = X 1 (p) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 5.3. The next statement follows now from Theorem 4.3.
Proposition 5.5. Let Sh be the subgroup of order 6 in Γ. For all subgroups H containing Sh, the cover X H = X 1 (p)/H → X 0 = X 1 (p)/Γ is a tame G = Γ/H cover of curves over Z which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.13. Theorem 3.13 leads to an exact expression for the term χ P (X H , O X H ) ∈ K 0 (Z [G] ) appearing in the prediction (5.3) when X = X H .
Example 5.6. Suppose H = Sh. Then X Sh = X 1 (p)/Sh is a model of the Shimura cover of X 0 (p) Q . This is the largest quotient of X 1 (p) Q which is unramified over X 0 (p) Q .
The formula for χ P (X Sh , O X Sh ) resulting from Theorem 3.13 requires using the injection Θ : Cl(Z [G] ) → C Z (G; 3).
In order to use the more explicit formula of Theorem 1.3, we will now let H be the subgroup of (prime) index r in Γ. Our goal is to show Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.5 of §1.
Fix a character χ : G → C * of order r. (A) is a finite cyclic group with trivial action by G, so s χ (Φ p (A)) = 0. Since X H has good reduction outside of p, Φ l (A) = {0} for l = p. By [CES, Proposition 6.1.12] , Φ ∞ is a finite two-group, so s χ ([Φ ∞ ]) = 0. Finally, H 1 (A(C), Z) is isomorphic to H 1 (V (C), Z) as a module for G × T where T = {e, c} is the group generated by the action of complex conjugation c on A(C) and V (C) . Since the action of G on V (C) is free, we can find a finite triangulation of V (C) which is stable under the action of G × T , and such that the stabilizer of any element of the triangulation lies in {e} × T . Computing H * (V (C), Z) using this triangulation, we see that the Euler characteristic Now let C(p) be the subgroup of J 1 (p)(Q) which is generated by the differences of Qrational cusps on X 1 (p) Q . (With our definition of X 1 (p) Q , these are the cusps that lie above the cusp ∞ of X 0 (p) Q ). By the Manin-Drinfeld Theorem, C(p) ⊂ J 1 (p)(Q) tor .
As in the introduction, denote by J ′ H (Q) the image of A(Q) in J 1 (p)(Q)/C(p) under the homomorphism induced by the pullback map π * : A(Q) → J 1 (p)(Q). a. The composition π * • π * (resp. π * • π * ) is multiplication by T H (resp. #H) on J 1 (p)(Q) (resp. A(Q)). b. Both kernel(π * ) and the Tate cohomology groupĤ 0 (H, C(p)) are finite cyclic groups with trivial action by G. c. The G-module T H (C(p)) has trivial class in G 0 (Z [G] ).
Proof. Statement (a) is true because π * (resp. π * ) is induced by the pullback (resp. pushdown) of divisors via the H-cover π. The morphism π is a composition X 1 (p) Q → (X Sh ) Q → V where the first, resp. second morphism, is totally ramified, resp. unramified. It follows that the kernel of π * Q is contained in the kernel of (π * Sh ) Q : A(Q) → Jac(X Sh )(Q). By Kummer theory, the field Q(X Sh ) is isomorphic to Q(V )(f 1/δ ) for some f ∈ Q(V ) * , where δ is the degree of π Sh . There is a divisor c on Q ⊗ Q V such that δc = div(f ), and the class [c] of c in A(Q) generates the kernel of (π * Sh ) Q . Since Γ is abelian, the group G acts trivially on [c] . Therefore, kernel(π * ) ⊂ kernel(π * Q ) ⊂ kernel((π * Sh ) Q ) has the properties stated in part (b).
ConcerningĤ 0 (H, C(p)) and T H (C(p)), let I Γ be the augmentation ideal of Z [Γ] . Define J to be the kernel of surjection Z[Γ] → µ ⊗2 p induced by the square of the Teichmüller character ω p : Γ → µ p . In [KL, Thm. 3.4] 
